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Abstract
The interaction betwen a common monetary policy targeting inflation

and decentralized fiscal policies aiming at output stability is considered
in a setting taking into account interdependencies between countries run-
ning via trade links and the common monetary policy. The setting is
sufficiently general to capture various effects of fiscal policy, and to allow
for both demand and supply shocks, which can be either aggregate or
idiosyncratic. It is shown that a policy mix problem arises between the
common monetary policy and the decentralized fiscal policy, which re-
sults in an inappropriate stabilization of shocks. In the case of aggregate
shocks the inefficiency in responding to shocks is increasing in the num-
ber of member countries, while it is decreasing in the case of idiosyncratic
shocks. Numerical illustrations show that the cost of non-cooperative fis-
cal policies can be large in the case of aggregate shocks, while they are
small in the case of idiosyncratic shocks, provided that fiscal policy can
be flexibly adjusted to cope with idiosyncratic shocks.

JEL Classification: E52,E58,E61,E62 and E63
Keywords: EMU, policy-mix, shocks and policy cooperation.

1 Introduction
The European Monetary Union has a centralized monetary policy aiming at
price stability, while fiscal policy remains decentralized at the level of member
states. This raises a fundamental issue concerning policy coordination, namely,
whether there is a tendency that the overall policy mix becomes inappropriate
implying an inadequate stabilization of shocks. This possibility arises since sin-
gle fiscal authorities to an insufficient degree take into account that their actions
affect inflation and therefore in turn the monetary policy stance which affect all
member states of the EMU1. This monetary policy externality may potentially

1 In a discussion of fiscal policy, the ECB states ”If inflationary or deflationary tendencies
are reinforced, monetary policies might have to react more strongly than they would have had
to without fiscal interventions”, European Central Bank (2001, p 50).
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cause a bias in the sense that fiscal policy tends to be too expansionary and
monetary policy too contractionary.
However, fiscal policy also has other effects for trading partners. A standard

interdependence runs via trade links since a domestic fiscal expansion may bene-
fit trading partners through a demand spillover effect since increasing domestic
demand tends to raise imports, as well as a cost spillover effect since higher
domestic activity tends to lead to higher domestic wage/price increases which
in turn makes it possible for trading partners to increase their market share.
These two forms of externalities — termed trade externalities in the following —
tend to run in the opposite direction of the monetary policy externality. Non-
cooperative fiscal policy making tends to lead to insufficient expansionary fiscal
policies, since single fiscal authorities do not take the positive trade externalities
for trading partners into account (see e.g. Cooper (1995) or Hamada and Kawai
(1997) for surveys).
What is the net effect of the monetary policy and the trade externalities?

Do fiscal policies tend to be too contractionary or too expansionary, and is
the policy mix affected in a significant way? Does the answer depend on the
type of shock inducing business cycle fluctuations? To what extent are these
externalities affected by the degree of decentralization of fiscal policy, that is,
would these problems increase or decrease when the number of fiscal authorities
increase (as would be an implication of an increase in the number of participants
in the EMU)?
The present paper addresses these questions with outset in the way in which

the macroeconomic policy framework is defined for member countries in the
European Monetary Union according to the “Maastricht assignment” (Issing
(2000)). This has two important parts. First, monetary policy is delegated to
the European Central Bank, while fiscal policy remains a national issue. Second,
the task for the ECB is explicitly formulated to have price stability as its mains
objective. This is here interpreted in the way that the main objective of ECB is
to target inflation (cf also ECB (1999)). The macroeconomic policy framework
and the monetary policy objectives are thus given and taken for granted by
national fiscal authorities.
An important question in a European context is how the interaction between

centralized monetary policy and decentralized fiscal policy affect the scope for
short-term stabilization policy, when the monetary policy has price stability as
its primary objective, and national fiscal authorities use fiscal instruments to
stabilize national output.
A first step2 in addressing this type of questions is taken by Leitemo (2000)

who considers how inflation targeting affects fiscal policy making in an open
economy model with a trade-off between activity and inflation, a flexible ex-
change rate and fiscal policy affecting aggregate demand. If the fiscal authority

2Dixit (2000) and Dixit and Lambetini (2000b) also discuss the implications of decentral-
ized fiscal policy in a monetary union, but focussing on situations where fiscal authorities do
not take the monetary policy reaction into account, that is, monetary policy retains its discre-
tionary power. This corresponds to a situation different from the ”Maastricht assignment”.
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perceives the monetary policy rule (the Stackelberg case)3 corresponding to the
“Maastricht assignment” no policy mix problem arises, since the fiscal author-
ities realize that monetary policy pins down the output level, in which case an
active fiscal policy contributes to stabilize interest rates and exchange rates4.
Note that it is a model property that the inflation targeted depends only on
output. The intuition for the above-mentioned results is thus that inflation tar-
geting works as a constraint on fiscal policy, making it more difficult for the
fiscal authorities to pursue an employment target in excess of the equilibrium
level.
Decentralized fiscal policy is introduced in this framework by Sveen (2001)5,

by “splitting” the domestic economy up in two fiscal jurisdictions, and allowing
for idiosyncratic shocks to output in these areas. When fiscal authorities are in
a leader role vis-à-vis the monetary authority (i.e. monetary rule known = infla-
tion targeting) the non-cooperative case tends to produce a stabilization bias6.
The bias arises since the fiscal policy response to idiosyncratic shocks is too
weak compared to the cooperative case — since the single fiscal authority does
not take into account that the shock — via traditional international interdepen-
dencies — affects other countries causing a positive externality in stabilization
policy.
This line of analysis is here extended to a setting which allows for a more

general modelling of both the spillover effects between countries7, and the mone-
tary transmission mechanism as well as a variable number of member countries.
In addition the set-up allows for both aggregate demand and supply shocks,
which can be either idiosyncratic and aggregate within the monetary union.
Specifically, this paper develops a model for a monetary union based on a stan-
dard framework in which inflation is determined by a Phillips-curve relating
price/wage increases to domestic aggregate activity, fiscal policy and possibly
various shocks (demand and supply). Activity is demand determined, and ag-
gregate demand depends negatively on the real rate of interest, the terms of
trade (costs externality) and positively on fiscal policy and aggregate income
in the monetary union (demand externality) as well as possible shocks. The

3 If the fiscal authority does not perceive the monetary rule but takes monetary policy as
given, a policy mix problem arises in the presence of a conflict over output goals — monetary
policy tends to be too contractionary and fiscal policy too expansionary — in this case an
argument can be made for restricting flexibility in fiscal policy. This result is related to the
findings in Dixit (2000) and Dixit and Lambertini (2000a,b).

4There is a so-called state-contingency in fiscal policy (see Svensson (1997))since the fis-
cal stance depends on the realization of the inflation measure targeted, provided the fiscal
authorities are concerned about not only stabilization of output but also exchange rates and
interest rates.

5There is still a passive “outside” country.
6There is a state contingent bias in the aggregate fiscal stance which is positively increas-

ing in the inflation measure targeted. However, since expected inflation is zero, there is no
systematic bias in the aggregate fiscal stance.

7One short-coming of the above-mentioned analyses is that the trade links between coun-
tries in a monetary union are either not present, or only modelled in a very simple way.
Moreover, the monetary policy transmission runs only via the effect on the real exchange rate
vis-à-vis third countries.
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policy setting is one where the monetary authority uses its power to determine
interest rates to target expected inflation, and the fiscal authorities knowing
the monetary regime choose fiscal policy to minimize a loss function specified
over variability in output variability and the fiscal policy instrument. There
are a number of independent fiscal authorities choosing their fiscal policy non-
cooperatively.
This setting captures the various international interdependencies mentioned

above. One type — monetary policy externalities — arises from any action affect-
ing country-specific inflation and therefore in turn aggregates inflation in the
monetary union to which the monetary authority reacts. A second type arises
via trading relations — trade externalities8 — a domestic fiscal expansion would
benefit trading partners both by increasing the level of export demand they are
facing, and by improving their competitiveness (domestic inflation will increase
relative to that of other countries). The latter link implies that fiscal authority
will be concerned about the domestic inflationary pressure due to its conse-
quences for trade, even though the monetary authority is targeting aggregate
inflation in the monetary union
There are a number of surprising and interesting findings on the interaction

between fiscal and monetary policy, when the latter targets inflation. Whether
fiscal policy is expansionary or contractionary does not depend on how if affects
aggregate demand, since this effect is neutralized by monetary policy to attain
the inflation target. However, if fiscal policy has a direct (temporary) effect
on the inflation process it has an expansionary effect on output if it reduces
inflation, and oppositely a contractionary effect if it adds to inflation. For the
same reason it turns out that a demand shock, which both tends to increase
activity and the inflationary pressure in the economy, becomes contractionary
in equilibrium and oppositely for a supply shock increasing equilibrium output
and decreasing inflation. Aggregate shocks (demand and supply) create a policy
mix problem since fiscal authorities try to stabilize such shocks via fiscal pol-
icy responses but with insufficient attention to the monetary policy externality.
Non-cooperative policies tend thus to be excessively counter-cyclical to aggre-
gate shocks. For idiosyncratic shocks the situation is opposite, since such shocks
do not release the monetary policy externality, but single countries perceiving
spillover effects tend to choose too moderate fiscal responses, implying that fiscal
policy is insufficiently counter-cyclical relative to the cooperative case. The pol-
icy mix problem present in relation to aggregate shocks is larger, the larger the
number of fiscal decision makers within the monetary union, while oppositely
in the case of idiosyncratic shocks the inefficiencies caused by non-cooperative
policy making decrease in the number of fiscal decision makers within the union.
It follows that a monetary union adhering to a target of price stability is

not necessarily problematic for the response to idiosyncratic shocks, provided
that the number of fiscal decision makers is sufficiently large (the number of
participating countries in the union is sufficiently large). This result presumes

8 In accordance with models with a more explicit microfoundation of product market inter-
dependencies, see section 2 below.
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that there are no limitations (like binding budget norms) on the ability of the
fiscal authority to respond to idiosyncratic shocks.
The paper is organised as follows: The model structure is laid out in section

2, and section 3 considers fiscal policy decisions in case of non-cooperative and
cooperative fiscal policies. Section 4 turns to a comparison of non-cooperative
and cooperative policies, and also includes numerical illustrations on the quanti-
tative importance of the policy mix problem between fiscal and monetary policy
in a monetary union. Section 5 offers some concluding remarks, and discusses
some open questions.

2 A model for a monetary union
Following the tradition in the recent literature on macroeconomic policy rules
(see e.g. Svensson (1997), Dixit (2000), Dixit and Lambertini (2000a,b), Leitemo
(2000), Sveen (2000) and Beetsma, Debrun and Klassen (2001)), the model
structure builds on an aggregate supply curve (Phillips-curve relation), and an
aggregate demand relation. In the present context it is important to be specific
about the interactions between member countries of the monetary union, both
in respect to inflation and output. To simplify, the currency union is considered
to be a closed area to focus on the direct interdependencies between member
countries of the currency area9. The currency area has n member countries
indexed by i, which are all symmetric up to the realisation of shocks (see below).
All variables — except the interest rate — are defined by the log value of the
variable in question measured relative to its long-run value.

Wage and Price setting10

Nominal wage increases are assumed to be determined by an inflation augmented
Phillips curve (see e.g. Ball (1999)) in which wage increases depend on current
increases in country-specific consumer prices (πcit), output (yit), fiscal policy
captured by the fiscal indicator variable (git), and an innovation (uit)

∆Wit+1 = πct + ωyyit + ωggit + ωuuit ; ωy > 0

This relation can be interpreted as capturing the presence of nominal wage
contracts, and the assumption that wage increases depend on current consumer
price inflation πct (rather than expected future inflation) is a simple way of
modelling nominal inertia. At the cost of more complexity the same qualitative
implications would arise under a structure with asynchronized wage contracts
(see e.g. Taylor (1999)). The formulation allows for both the case where ωg ≷ 0
since fiscal policy may have (temporarily) separate effects on wage (price) infla-
tion depending on the particular instrument used. It is usually asserted that e.g.
public expansions financed by value added and excise taxes add (temporarily)

9Since the consolidated trade share for EU is about 10% of GDP this assumption is a
reasonable approximation.
10The model disregards forward-looking elements to simplify the analysis. However, under

strict inflation targeting this has no major qualitative implications.
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to the inflationary pressure in the economy (ωg > 0), but it is also possible that
tax increases may lead to wage moderation ( ωg < 0) 11. Observe that fiscal
policy also has an indirect effect on inflation via its effect on aggregate activity
(see below). For the interpretation of ωu see below.
Domestic firms set prices (Pit) based on a mark-up pricing rule implying

that period t prices are given as

Pit = mWit ; m ≥ 1
where the mark-up m is assumed constant. It follows that the increase in
domestic producer prices is given as

πit = ∆Wit

The consumer price index is defined over prices of domestically and foreignly
produced commodities

P cit =
1

n

X
j

Pjt

and formulated as rates of changes we have12

πcit = πt ≡ 1

n

X
j

πjt

By substitution we find that the domestic producer price inflation can be
written

πit+1 = πt + ωyyit + ωggit + ωuuit (1)

It is assumed that shocks have expected value zero, i.e.

Etuit+j = 0 ∀j > 0
and the variance is denoted σ2u. The aggregate value of shocks across the mon-
etary union is given as13

ut ≡ 1

n

X
j

ujt

11 It is well-known that higher income taxes may lead to an increased labour supply and
thus a downward pressure on the wage rate provided income effects are sufficiently strong, see
e.g. Dixon (1987) and King and Baxter (1992). It can also arise via a production subsidy as
analysed in e.g. Dixit and Lambertini (2000a).
12At the cost of more complexity it would be straigthforward to allow for different con-

sumption baskets in the countries via e.g. a home bias for domestically produced goods. This
would not, however, change anything qualitatively, cf below. Note that the expression for the
consumer price inflation is consistent with the price index implied by e.g. CES preferences.
13One may think of uit = ²t + εit, where ² is the aggregate part of the shock, and εi the

country-specific or idiosyncratic part (where
P

εj = 0).
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Aggregating over country-specific producer inflation we get

πt+1 = πt + ωyyt + ωggt + ωuut (2)

It follows that there is no long-run trade-off between activity and inflation.
Aggregate demand
The microfoundations for the demand relation are not given explicitly, but can
be derived in the context of a specialized production structure as in Obstfeld and
Rogoff (1995) or through an allocation of production across countries depending
on differences in comparative advantages and trade frictions (see e.g. Andersen
(2001)). Likewise intertemporal substitution (via the real rate of interest) is
introduced in a straightforward and traditional way.
The output relation for country i in period t is given as

yit = −δr(it − πcit)− δτ (πit − πt) + δyyt + δggit + δuuit ;δr > 0, δτ > 0, δy > 0, δg > 0
(3)

where the first term captures the negative effect of an increase in the real rate
of interest on demand14, the second term captures the role of competitiveness
in the sense that a higher increase in domestic producer prices than in foreign
producer prices shifts demand away from domestic producers (terms-of-trade
effect), the third term is the level effect of foreign trade capturing how (net)
exports depend on aggregate income in the monetary union (y ≡ 1

n

P
j yj), the

fourth term captures the demand effect of fiscal policy, and finally we have the
effect of the contemporaneous innovation to the shock15.
Note that different interpretations of the shocks are possible, if δu > 0 and

ωu > 0, the shock has an interpretation as a demand shock, and if δu > 0 and
ωu < 0, the shock has an interpretation as a supply shock.
The effect of domestic fiscal policy on domestic inflation is given by

∂πit+1
∂git

= ωg + ωyδg

that is, there is both a direct effect (ωg) and an indirect effect running via
activity (ωyδg). Although the direct effect is allowed to be either positive or
negative, it is assumed throughout, that the net-effect on inflation of a fiscal
expansion is positive (i.e. ωyδg + ωg > 0).
It follows straightforward from (3) that aggregate output is given as

yt =
1

1− δy
[−δr(it − πct) + δggt + δuut] (4)

14Note that since consumer price inflation is the same in all countries, the real rate of interest
is also the same. However, allowing for different consumption bundles such that πcit = λπit +
(1−λ)πt would imply that −δr(it−πcit)− δτ (πit−πt) = −δr(it−πt)− (δτ +λδτ )(πit−πt),
hence under a straightforward reinterpretation of the coefficients of the demand relation, the
analysis applies for the case of different consumption bundles across countries.
15Note that the specification implies that only unanticipated shocks to the inflationary

process has real effects.
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and that

yit − yt = −δτ (πit − πt) + δg(git − gt) + δu(uit − ut) (5)

that is, output in a member country differs from the mean output in the mone-
tary union if it either i) has a different producer price inflation (wage increases),
ii) pursues a different fiscal policy, or iii) is affected by idiosyncratic shocks.

Monetary policy
The monetary authority is controlling the nominal interest rate (i) but since
inflation is known it follows that the real rate of return (r ≡ i − π) is effec-
tively determined. The monetary authority aims at strict inflation targeting
(see Svensson (1997)), in the sense that expected inflation is kept at its target
value (here assumed zero for convenience), i.e.

Etπt+1 = 0

which by use of (2) is equivalent to keeping output at the level ensuring a zero
inflation rate, i.e.

yt =
1

ωy
[πt+1 − πt − ωggt − ωuut]

Using the aggregate demand relation (4) we find this to be equivalent to

πt+1 = πt +
ωy

1− δy
(−δr(it − πt) + δggt + δuut) + ωggt + ωuut = 0

Note that since πt+1 is non-stochastic conditional on period t information it
follows that πt+1 = 0. It is assumed that all past inflation rates are zero16.
Accordingly, the inflation target is met if the interest rate is set according

to the following rule,

(it − πt) =
1− δy
ωyδr

·
πt + (

ωy
1− δy

δg + ωg)gt + (
ωy

1− δy
δu + ωu)ut

¸
(6)

The monetary reaction function entails a monetary tightening to increases in
inflation, to a more expansionary fiscal policy17 and to shocks raising inflation
(negative supply shocks, or positive demand shocks). Conditional on the shock
variable fiscal and monetary policy instruments are strategic complements, a
higher value of the fiscal policy indicator g leads to a higher value of the mon-
etary policy instrument (i − π). Using the monetary reaction function (6) the
aggregate output level is given as

yt =
−1
ωy
[ωggt + ωuut] (7)

16The results hold qualitatively for any constant targetted inflation rate.
17Note that 1−δy

ωyδr

h
ωy
1−δy δg + ωg

i
is positive if ωyδg + ωg is positive as assumed.
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This brings out that with inflation targeting the problem of stabilizing output
becomes a question of choosing the aggregate fiscal stance such that it corrects
for the direct inflation consequences of the aggregate shock. With a symmetric
loss function (see below) there are thus no differences with respect to the ability
to stabilize either demand or supply shocks, although the direction in which
fiscal policy should be changed to stabilize output differs between the two cases.
The response of output to fiscal policy is interesting, and brings out im-

portant lessons on the interaction between fiscal and monetary policy under
inflation targeting. Fiscal policy has a direct effect on activity (the δgterm),
which in turn affects inflation. Since the monetary authority targets inflation,
this effect is neutralized via the monetary policy reaction cf (6). For the direct
inflation effect of fiscal policy (the ωg term) the monetary policy reaction is dif-
ferent — if fiscal policy through this channel adds further to inflation (ωg > 0),
monetary policy will have to be further tightened, and this works to contract
output. Oppositely, if fiscal policy contributes to lowering inflation (ωg < 0),
there is a monetary policy easening, and this boosts activity.
The shock variable is contractionary if it is a demand shock (ωu > 0), and

expansionary if it is a supply shock (ωu < 0). The reason is also here to be
found in the monetary response to the shock which in turn depends on how
the shock affects inflation. Since a demand shock boosts inflation, a monetary
contraction is necessary, and oppositely for a supply shock.

For later reference observe that output in country i can be written

yit =
−(1− δy)

ωy

·
πt + (

ωy
1− δy

δg + ωg)gt + (
ωy

1− δy
δu + ωu)ut

¸
−δτ (πit − πt) + δggit + δyyt + δuuit

In the appendix it is shown that there exists a solution for period t equilib-
rium output in country i of the form

yit = ait +
X
j

bijujt +
X
j

cijgjt (8)

where

ait = −δτπit
bii = −ωu

ωy

1

n
+ (1− 1

n
)δu ≷ 0

bij = −ωu
ωy

1

n
− 1
n
δu ≷ 0

cii = −ωg
ωy

1

n
+ (1− 1

n
)δg ≷ 0

cij = −ωg
ωy

1

n
− 1
n
δg ≷ 0
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We have that a domestic shock (uit) boosts domestic activity (bii > 0) if it is a
supply shock (ωu < 0). It is ambiguous how a demand shock (ωu > 0) affects
output due to two opposite effects, namely, a direct expansionary effect via more
demand for domestically produced goods, and a contractionary effect running
via the inflation channel (inducing a monetary contraction). Note that the larger
the monetary union (n) the smaller the inflation effect and the larger the output
effect. The reason being that the larger the number of member countries, the
less effect do national (idiosyncratic) shocks have on monetary policy. Shocks
have an externality for foreign output (bij , i 6= j) which is ambiguous in the case
of a supply shock, but unambiguously negative in the case of a demand shock.
Inflation targeting has one important implication for the interdependencies

between countries, since the usual trade interdependency (the income-trade mul-
tiplier captured by the parameter δy) is neutralized. Any change in aggregate
output would induce a response in monetary policy, which neutralizes the ef-
fect so as to keep inflation at its target value. Accordingly, the income-trade
multiplier is countered by monetary policy reactions. It follows that the de-
mand spillover has no implications for equilibrium output under strict inflation
targeting. Interestingly, the international linkage via aggregate demand (ex-
port/import) playing an important role in traditional analysis of international
interdependencies in fiscal policy becomes of no importance in the present set-
ting (coefficients are seen to be independent of δy).
For domestic fiscal policy we have that it is unambiguously expansionary if

it lessens the inflationary pressure (ωg < 0) while the effect is ambiguous in the
case where it strengthens the inflationary pressure (ωg > 0) . The reason is that
higher inflation contributes to a monetary tightening, which in turn contracts
output. Also here the net-effect depends critically on the size of the monetary
union since we have

∂cii
∂n

=
1

n2

µ
ωg
ωy
+ δg

¶
> 0

that is, the more decentralized fiscal policy decisions are, the more policy makers
perceive that a domestic fiscal expansion will boost domestic activity. The
reason is that the larger the number of fiscal decision makers, the less a single
fiscal policy maker perceives that its actions affect aggregate inflation within
the monetary union, and the monetary policy reaction hereto. Note that cii is
always negative for n = 1, while it becomes positive for a sufficiently large n,
hence it follows that there exists a number of fiscal decision makers n such that
cii < 0 for n < n and cii > 0 for n > n. Finally, notice that the fiscal externality
(cij , i 6= j) is unambiguously negative if fiscal policy boosts inflation, while it
may be positive if it reduces the inflationary pressure.

3 Fiscal Policy
We can now turn to fiscal policy decisions under the assumption that each
national fiscal authority chooses fiscal policy so as to minimize a loss function

10



given as

Lit = Et

∞X
m=0

(1 + ρ)−m(
1

2
α (yit+m)

2
+
1

2
(git+m)

2)

that is, the loss function penalizes variations in both output (around its steady
state level) and public sector activity (fiscal policy instruments). Notice, that
national fiscal policy makers are assumed not to be directly concerned about
inflation, since the task of controlling inflation is delegated to a monetary au-
thority targeting inflation. However, as will become apparent below, the policy
maker is indirectly concerned about country specific inflation since it affects
competitiveness and thus in turn activity, cf (8). The weight of output stabi-
lization relative to instrument stability is α > 0, and ρ ≥ 0 is the subjective
discount rate of the policy maker.
It is assumed that the loss function also represents the social welfare func-

tion, that is, potential conflicts between fiscal authorities and the electorate are
assumed not to exist.

3.1 Non-cooperative policy making

In the non-cooperative case the fiscal authority in each country makes its deci-
sion taking the fiscal decisions of other member states as given (Cournot-Nash
game), but recognizing the monetary policy reaction function since there is full
information on the overall macroeconomic policy framework, cf the introduction.
The fiscal policy reaction function can be written (see appendix) as depending
on country-specific activity and (next period) inflation, i.e.

git = κncy yit + κncπ πit+1 (9)

where

κncy = −αcii ≷ 0

κncπ = − α

1 + ρ
(δτ )

2

µ
1− 1

n

¶
(δgωy + ωg) < 0

It is seen that fiscal policy responds counter-cyclically to domestic activity pro-
vided that fiscal policy is expansionary (cii > 0), while it moves pro-cyclically if
fiscal policy is contractionary (cii < 0). To interpret the policy response to an
increase in the domestic inflationary pressure note that this effect arises via the
cost spillover or competitiveness channel discussed above. An increase in future
domestic inflation will lower future output by shifting demand away from do-
mestic suppliers, since the policy maker is forward looking and concerned about
output stability also in the future it follows that domestic inflation through this
channel affects current fiscal policy. Finally observe, that the policy reaction
function given above is not a closed form solution since both yit and πit+1 are
endogenous.
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The difference between the fiscal policy stance in a given country and the
overall fiscal stance within the monetary union can be written

git − gt = κncy (yit − yt) + κncπ πit+1

Fiscal policy tends to be more contractionary in economies with a higher in-
flationary pressure, and with an output level above (see below) the average for
κncy < 0

¡
κncy > 0

¢
.

Aggregating over the fiscal reaction functions (9) we find that the aggregate
fiscal stance is determined as18

gt = κncy yt

Implying that aggregate activity can be written

yt = − 1

ωy

£
ωgκ

nc
y yt + ωuut

¤
= − ωu

ωy + ωgκncy
ut

When19 ωy + ωgκ
nc
y > 0, it follows that aggregate output in equilibrium moves

counter-cyclically to demand shocks, and pro-cyclically to supply shocks, and
vice versa. Note that there is an aggregate effect of fiscal policy only to the
extent that fiscal policy has a direct impact on the wage/price formation process
(ωg 6= 0).

3.2 Cooperative policy making

The cooperative solution is found under the assumption of a utilitarian criterion
implying that fiscal policy for country i can be written (see appendix)

git = κciyit + κcayt + κcππit+1 (10)

where

κci = −αδg < 0
κca = −αncji Q 0
κcπ = − α

1 + ρ
(δτ )

2 (ωyδg + ωg) < 0

18The so-called state-contingent bias (cf Svensson (1997), see also Sveen (2001)) according
to which the aggregate fiscal stance depends on the realized value of the targeted inflation
measure does not arise here since there are no independent cost-push shocks (inflation is non-
stochastic). In e.g. Sveen (2001) such a shock is present and in the non-cooperative case this
yields a state contingent bias in which the aggregate fiscal stance is increasing in the targeted
rate of inflation. However, since expected inflation is zero there is no systematic bias in the
aggregate fiscal stance.
19This holds if either ωg < 0 or for ωg > 0 when n > n ensuring that cii > 0.
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Note some important differences to the non-cooperative policy reaction function
(9). Domestic fiscal policy responds differently to local (κci ) and aggregate
activity (κca), where the former depends on the direct effect of fiscal policy on
activity, and the latter on the international externality in fiscal policy (cji).
The fiscal response is seen to be unambiguously counter-cyclical to local output
variations, but pro-cyclical to aggregate output variations if the fiscal spillover
is positive (cji > 0), and counter-cyclical if it is negative (cji < 0) . Finally,
the policy coefficients are independent of the number of countries/fiscal decision
makers (n).
In the aggregate we have (see appendix)

gct = κcyyt ; κcy ≡ κci + κca = α
ωg
ωu

where as expected κcy is independent of n. Hence,

gcit − gct = −α(cii − cji)(yit − yt)

Since −α(cii − cji) = −αδg < 0, it follows that countries experiencing output
levels above the average should contract fiscal policy relative to the average,
and vice versa. Note this holds irrespective of the sign of ωg.

4 Inefficiencies in non-cooperative fiscal policies
We can now turn to a comparison of cooperative and non-cooperative policy
making. The cases of purely aggregate shocks and idiosyncratic shocks are
considered in turn. The section ends by a numerical illustration of the results.

4.1 Aggregate shocks

In the case of aggregate shocks (uit = ut for all i) we have that the difference
in fiscal policy between the non-cooperative and the cooperative case depends
on the policy parameter, where

κcy − κncy = (1− 1
n
)
ωg + ωyδg

ωy
> 0

Hence, we have that for the monetary union as a whole the cooperative fiscal
policy stance is unambiguously more pro-cyclical than the non-cooperative fiscal
policy stance - there is a policy-mix problem in the form of a counter-cyclical
bias. The intuition is that each separate fiscal authority does not sufficiently
take into account the inflation externality caused by fiscal expansions - this ex-
ternality runs via both the direct effect fiscal policy has for price/wage formation
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and the indirect effect from output to inflation. Note that this inefficiency is
increasing in the number of fiscal decision makers (n),

∂(κcy − κncy )

∂n
> 0

since the larger the monetary union the less effect does each separate fiscal
authority perceive that its actions have on the aggregate policy stance within
the monetary union. To put it differently, more fiscal decentralization reinforces
the policy mix problem arising between a common monetary policy targeting
inflation and decentralized fiscal policy. Note that this comparison only makes
sense if there are aggregate shocks in the monetary union i.e. ut 6= 0 (see below
on idiosyncratic shocks).
Denote by Lnc the loss to fiscal policy makers in the non-cooperative case,

and by Lc the loss in the cooperative case we have (see appendix)

Lnc

Lc
=
(α+ (κncy )

2)

(α+ (κcy)
2)

(ωy + κcyωg)
2

(ωy + κncy ωg)2

This ratio measures how much larger the loss is under non-cooperative policies
relative to cooperative policies. There are two important properties of the rel-
ative loss ratio. First, it does not depend on whether the economy is exposed
to demand or supply shocks (ωu influences none of the coefficients in the ex-
pression). Second, it is also independent of trade externalities running via both
income and relative prices (neither δy nor δτ affects the coefficients involved) -
it follows that the consequences of non-cooperation wrt aggregate shocks is not
changing with further product market integration.

4.2 Idiosyncratic shocks

In the case where the shocks are only country-specific or idiosyncratic (u=0) the
situation is qualitatively different to the case of aggregate shocks (for technical
details see appendix). In this case the non-cooperative policy function remains
as given in (9) and in the cooperative case it can be written (note y = 0)

git = κciyit + κcππit+1

revealing that the cooperative response to a idiosyncratic shock is always counter-
cyclical. Note that

κci < κncy
0 > κcπ > κncπ

Comparing the cooperative and the non-cooperative policy responses we
have that

gcit − gncit = −α
·
1

n

µ
ωg
ωy
+ δg

¶¸
yit − α

1 + ρ
(δτ )

2 1

n
(δgωy + ωg)πit+1 (11)
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indicating that we have both a monetary policy and a cost spill over effect
causing a difference between cooperative and non cooperative policy making.
The monetary policy spill over effect — the first term on the RHS of (11) — arises
because country-specific fiscal authorities perceive that their choice of fiscal
policy will affect the monetary policy stance. Since a more expansionary fiscal
policy tends to induce a more contractionary monetary policy, the single fiscal
decision maker perceives that this effect reduces the potential of fiscal policy
to stabilize domestic output. There is also a cost-spillover effect — the second
term on the RHS of (11) - the fiscal authority perceives that an expansionary
fiscal policy adds to inflation and therefore in turn induces future wage increases
which harms competitiveness and thus future output. This lowers the incentive
to pursue an expansionary fiscal policy to stabilize current output.
Considering variations in the number of member states it follows that

∂(gcit − gncit )
∂n

< 0

that is, the difference between the non-cooperative and cooperative policy
parameter is decreasing in the number of member states (n). This is so since
both of the externalities referred to above are lowered. First, the effect on
monetary policy of a single country fiscal policy is falling in n, and the same
applies to the cost externality, since the larger the union the less influence
will domestic producer inflation have on overall consumer price inflation and
therefore on wage setting20.
The relative loss ratio stating the loss to fiscal policy makers in the non-

cooperative case relative to the loss under cooperative policies can be written
(see appendix)

Lnc

Lc
=

h
α
h
Φnc2π

(Γncy Φ
nc
u +Γncu )2

1−Γnc2y Φnc2π
+Φnc2u

i
+
h
ϕnc2π

(Γncy Φ
nc
u +Γncu )2

1−Γnc2y Φnc2π
+ ϕnc2u

ii
h
α
h
Φc2π

(ΓcyΦ
c
u+Γ

c
u)

2

1−Γc2y Φc2π +Φc2u

i
+
h
ϕc2π

(ΓcyΦ
c
u+Γ

c
u)

2

1−Γc2y Φc2π + ϕc2u

ii
The complexity of this relation makes it difficult to obtain transparent ana-

lytical results. It should, however, be noted that the elasticity of demand wrt
to the terms of trade (δτ ) does influence the relative loss ratio in the case of id-
iosyncratic shocks, and international integration may therefore affect the gains
from fiscal policy cooperation, cf below.

4.3 Numerical illustrations

The numerical illustrations reported here rely on a number of parameter val-
ues the precise value of which can be debated given the simplified structure
20 It may be argued that the fading away of this effect the larger the union depends critically

on the specification of the consumer price index, in particular the symmetric weighting of all
producer prices in the monetary union. In a formulation allowing for some home bias, it may
be conjectured that this effect remains operative even with a large number of decision makers.
However, the finding that it is decreasing in the number of decision makers should be robust.
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of the model. A key parameter is the cyclical sensitivity of fiscal policy, and
the parameter21 has been calibrated such that the fiscal policy variable (g) in
the non-cooperative case is counter-cyclical wrt to output fluctuations with a
numerical elasticity of about 0.6. This implies that the fiscal variable is in-
terpreted as the budget deficit, and the sensitivity corresponds roughly to the
level of automatic stabilizers on average across EU-countries (see van der Noord
(2000)). In the base cases it is assumed that fiscal policy has a direct positive
effect on inflation (ωg). The numerical exercise should not be interpreted as a
calibration, but only as a numerical illustration providing a first quantitative
idea on the strength of the mechanisms considered here.
Figures 1-3 illustrate22 the loss under non-cooperative policy making rel-

ative to the loss under cooperative policy making. In the case n = 1 the
non-cooperative and cooperative case are obviously identical. Observe that
the relative loss does not say anything on the absolute level of the loss, that is,
they do not answer the pertinent question of whether the gains from an active
stabilization policy are large or small. Considering relative losses across the
two regimes has the advantage that there is no need to take a stand on the
variability of shocks. It is an implication of the results reported in e.g. figure
1 that if the gains from an active stabilization policy are large, then the costs
of non-cooperative policies are also large, however, if the former are small, the
latter may also be small. Finally, note that the loss function is not derived from
an explicit welfare approach but gives the loss function of the fiscal authority
assumed to represent the electorate.
In the case of aggregate shocks it is seen that the loss under non-cooperative

policies can be a factor 2 or larger than in the cooperative case, cf figure 1.
The relative loss is increasing in the number of fiscal authorities due to the
policy mix externality outlined above. The relative loss flattens out when the
number of fiscal authorities increases, hence, an increase in the number of fiscal
authorities from 12 to say 20 implies that the loss in the non-cooperative case
will increase from being approximately 2.3 times as large to being 2.4 as large.
Enlargement of the EMU may thus reinforce policy-mix problem, but relatively
little compared to the problems already present.23

In the case where shocks are completely idiosyncratic in the sense that they
do not aggregate to something of common importance within the currency area
we find that the relative loss due to non-cooperative fiscal policy making (evalu-
ated for otherwise unchanged parameter values to the case of aggregate shocks)
is much smaller, cf fig 2. The loss under non-cooperation is always less than 1.5
of that under cooperation. Moreover we find that the relative loss is decreasing
in the number of fiscal authorities, but the relative loss function is relatively
flat in n, that is, variations in n do not seem to matter much for the gains from

21The other parameter values are in the base case set at: α = 2, ωy = 0.5, ωg = 0.5,
ωg = 0.2, ωu = 0.1, δτ = 0.2, δy = 0.5, δg = 0.3, δu = 0.1, ρ = 0.
22 It is found that the critical number of countries (n) yielding standard signs of fiscal

multipliers is very small (2 or 3) for the cases considered here.
23The degree of fiscal decentralization within countries is disregarded here, and therefore

assumed invariant to the number of fiscal decision makers in the union.
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cooperation.
As noted in the theoretical analysis, trade externalities do not influence the

relative loss ratio in the case of aggregate shocks. However, for idiosyncratic
shocks the sensitivity of demand to the terms of trade (δτ ) plays a role. Figure
324 brings out that if the price elasticity is high implying, that the concern
for the cost spillover is large, then the cost of non-cooperative policy making
is somewhat larger, and a non-trivial cost remains even when the number of
member countries increases.
Table 1 reports the relative loss for supply shocks for otherwise unchanged

parameter to the base case underlying figure 1 and 2 in the case of demand
shocks. It is seen that the qualitative conclusions are the same. Actually the
relative loss for aggregate supply shocks is equivalent to that for aggregate
demand shocks (cf also general proof in appendix). Note that the relative loss
from non-cooperation are much smaller in the case of idiosyncratic supply shocks
than for idiosyncratic demand shocks. The table also includes the calculations
for the case where fiscal policy works to lower the inflationary pressure (ωg <
0). It is found that the difference in loss between the cooperative and non-
cooperative case in general are much smaller. Still, the qualitative profile found
above holds, that is, the relative loss is increasing in the number of countries
for aggregate shocks and decreasing for idiosyncratic shocks.

24Changing δτ from 0.2. to 1.2.
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Table 1: Relative loss for supply shocks, and negative inflation effect of
fiscal policy

ωg = 0.2 ωg = −0.2
number of supply shock demand shock supply shock
countries agg idio agg idio agg idio
1 1 na 1 na 1 na
2 1.227 1.254 1.003 1.272 1.003 1.003
3 1.486 1.099 1.006 1.103 1.006 1.002
4 1.681 1.052 1.007 1.05 1.007 1.001
5 1.825 1.032 1.008 1.033 1.008 1.001
6 1.935 1.022 1.009 1.022 1.009 1
7 2.020 1.016 1.009 1.016 1.009 1
8 2.089 1.012 1.010 1.012 1.010 1
9 2.145 1.010 1.010 1.009 1.010 1
10 2.192 1.008 1.010 1.007 1.010 1
11 2.232 1.006 1.011 1.006 1.011 1
12 2.265 1.005 1.011 1.005 1.011 1
13 2.295 1.005 1.011 1.004 1.011 1
14 2.320 1.004 1.011 1.003 1.011 1
15 2.343 1.003 1.011 1.003 1.011 1
16 2.363 1.003 1.011 1.003 1.011 1
17 2.381 1.003 1.011 1.002 1.011 1
18 2.397 1.002 1.012 1.002 1.012 1
19 2.411 1.002 1.012 1.002 1.012 1
20 2.424 1.002 1.012 1.002 1.012 1

The numerical illustrations reported here suggest that the coordination prob-
lem can be of substantial importance for aggregate shocks while it is of little
importance in the case of idiosyncratic shocks. Moreover, it shows that an in-
crease in the number of fiscal decision makers tends to reinforce the policy mix
problems in addressing aggregate shocks, but to decrease the problems related
to the appropriate policy response to idiosyncratic shocks. It follows that a
monetary union adhering to a target of price stability is not necessarily prob-
lematic for the response to idiosyncratic shocks, provided that the number of
fiscal decision makers (the number of participating countries) in the union is suf-
ficiently large. This result presumes that there are no limitations (like binding
budget norms) on the ability of the fiscal authorities to respond to idiosyncratic
shocks. This finding is interesting in the perspective of the traditional discussion
of the need to maintain policy instruments to cushion idiosyncratic shocks in a
monetary union (see e.g. Mundell (1961)). The present analysis confirms this,
but also highlights that the issue of policy mix problems is related to aggregate
shocks.

5 Concluding remarks
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The interaction between fiscal and monetary policy within a monetary union
has been considered in the case where monetary policy targets inflation. The
framework used a simple version of standard macromodels, which is useful in
bringing forth the basic mechanisms influencing policy interdependencies arising
via trade interactions and the common monetary policy.
One interesting finding is that the coordination problem is larger in the case

of aggregate than idiosyncratic shocks, where the latter does not seem to cause
substantial problems in the numerical examples provided. There is thus a case
to be made for further coordination of fiscal policy in the case of aggregate
shocks. It is interesting to note that the European Commission in a recent
communication on the policy coordination within the euro-area stressed that
previous arguments have been based on the premises that interdependencies
are small, and that they do not take appropriate consideration of the aggregate
fiscal stance within the area (European Commission, 2001).
The present analysis shows that trade externalities under strict inflation

targeting are not of any importance for the policy mix problem. The monetary
interdependence is, however, and therefore there are gains from coordinating
the aggregate fiscal stance relative to the monetary policy stance. While strict
inflation targeting may be a too narrow interpretation of ECB policies, it does
point out that the interdependencies between countries may change qualitatively
when monetary policy is directed towards maintaining price stability, and an
important question for future research would be to analyse whether this holds
under various forms of flexible inflation targeting.
Since the policy mix problem arises for aggregate shocks, it may also be

conjecture that more flexible inflation targeting where the monetary policy au-
thority also pays attention to aggregate (within the monetary union) output
stabilization would reduce the tension between fiscal and monetary policy. An
interesting topic for future research would be to analyse whether the gains from
fiscal policy coordination to aggregate shocks depends on the weight the mone-
tary authority assigns to stabilization of aggregate output.
The analysis also shows that the policy mix problem depends critically on

whether fiscal policy instruments tend to increase or decrease the inflationary
pressure. This raises the question of whether policy mix problem could be re-
duced if short run stabilization policies are mainly done by instruments which
can expand output at the same time as reducing the inflationary pressure. Tem-
porary variations in taxes like value added tax and employment subsidies etc.
seem to satisfy these criteria. It is an interesting question for further research
to consider whether restrictions on the choice of fiscal instruments used for
short-run stabilization can be a substitute for formal policy cooperation.
A key assumption for the present analysis has been that the monetary pol-

icy rule is known and taken into account by the fiscal authorities. The policy
conclusions depend critically on this assumption. In the absence of monetary
commitment in the sense that fiscal authorities take monetary policy actions
for given when deciding on fiscal policy, there is a policy mix problem since
fiscal discretion unravels the effects of monetary commitment and this effect is
reinforced with fiscal policy cooperation. In this setting there are arguments for
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restraining discretionary powers in fiscal policy (see e.g. Beetsma and Boven-
berg (1998), Beetsma, Debrun and Klaassen (2001) and Dixit and Lambertini
(2000a,b)). Oppositely, with monetary commitment implying that fiscal author-
ities plan under full knowledge of monetary policy reaction to fiscal policy, there
is also a policy mix problem, but it is reduced with fiscal policy cooperation. In
this case flexibility in fiscal policy is important, not least in respect to stabiliza-
tion of idiosyncratic shocks. An important question for future research is how
the monetary commitment depends on various lag structures in the response
and effect time of both monetary and fiscal policy.
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APPENDIX

(I) Equilibrium output
Conjecture that equilibrium output in country i in period t can be written
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X
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We have by substitution in (3) that
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Hence (12) is a solution (note πt = 0) if
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Note that the b- and c-coefficients are made up of an inflation component

(the first term), and an activity component (the second term), we have

ait = −δτπit
bii = − 1

n

ωu
ωy
+ δu

·
1− 1

n

¸
≷ 0

bij = −ωu
ωy

1

n
− 1
n
δu ≷ 0

cii = −ωg
ωy

1

n
+ (1− 1

n
)δg ≷ 0

cij = −ωg
ωy

1

n
− 1
n
δg < 0

Note that

∂cii
∂n

> 0

The more decentralized fiscal policy is the more the policy maker takes a fiscal
expansion to boost activity.
We can write output as

yit = ait + b1uit + b2ut + c1git + c2gt

where

b1 = bii − bij = δu > 0

b2 = −ωu
ωy
− δu

c1 = cii − cij = δg

c2 = −ωg
ωy
− δg < 0

For later reference note the inflation in country i producer prices can be
written

πit+1 = πit −
µ
1− 1

n

¶
n

n− 1 (πit − πt) + ωyyit + ωggit + ωuuit

= ωyyit + ωggit + ωuuit
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(II) Fiscal Policy: Non-cooperative
Loss function

L = Et

∞X
m=0

(1 + ρ)−m(
1

2
α (yit+m)

2 +
1

2
(git+m)

2)

The first order condition reads (non-cooperative)

αciiyit + git +
α

1 + ρ
Et

∞X
m=1

(1 + ρ)−m
·
yit+m

∂yit+m
∂git

¸
= 0

where

Et

·
yit+m

∂yit+m
∂git

¸
= Et

·
yit+m

µ
∂ait+m
∂git

¶¸
We have

∂ait+1
∂git

= −δτ ∂πit+1
∂git

= −δτ (ωycii + ωg)

∂ait+m
∂git

= 0 for m > 1

Inserting we have

Et

·
yit+1

µ
∂ait+1
∂git

¶¸
= −δτ (ωycii + ωg)Et [yit+1]

= −δτ (ωycii + ωg)Et[ait+1]

= (δτ )
2
(ωycii + ωg)πit+1

Hence, the first order condition can be written

git = κncy yit + κncπ πit+1 (13)

where

κncy = −αcii = −α
·
−ωg
ωy

1

n
+ (1− 1

n
)δg

¸
≷ 0

κncπ = − α

1 + ρ
(δτ )

2 (ωycii + ωg)

= − α

1 + ρ
(δτ )

2

µ
1− 1

n

¶
(δgωy + ωg) ≷ 0

In the following it is assumed (see text) that δgωy + ωg > 0 implying that
κncπ > 0 and κncy > −αδg.
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Aggregate fiscal policy stance

gt = κncy yt

= κncy

·
− 1

ωy
[ωggt + ωuut]

¸

gt =
−κncy ωuut

ωy + κncy ωg

i.e. (assuming ωy + κncy ωg > 0) the fiscal response is pro-cyclical to a supply
shock ( ωu < 0) and vice versa to a demand shock (ωu < 0).
For output we have

yt =
−ωu

ωy + κncy ωg
ut

∂yt
∂ut

R 0 for ωu Q 0

Supply shocks boost activity, and demand shocks contract activity.
Note that if all shocks are idiosyncratic, i.e. ut = 0 it follows that gt = yt = 0.

III) Fiscal Policy: Cooperative

The first order condition reads (cooperative-utilitarian criterion)

α
X
j

yjtcji + git +
α

1 + ρ
Et
X
j

∞X
k=1

·
yjt+k

∂yjt+k
∂git

¸
= 0 (14)

Consider first the last term on the LHS. We have that

∂yjt+k
∂git

= 0 for all j and k ≥ 2
∂yjt+1
∂git

= −δπ ∂πjt+1
∂git

= −δπωycji
∂yjt+k
∂git

= −δπ ∂πit+1
∂git

= −δπ(ωycii + ωg)

Hence

Et

∞X
k=1

X
j

yjt+k
∂yjt+k
∂git

= (δτ )
2 [[ωycji]Etπt+1 + (ωyδg + ωg)Etπit+1]

= (δτ )
2 (ωyδg + ωg)Etπit+1
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since Etπt+1 = 0. Turning to the first term on the LHS of (14) we have that

α
X
j

yjtcji = α

(cii − cji)yit + cjiX
j

yjt


= α(cii − cji)yit + αncjiyt

= αδgyit + αncjiyt

which can be written

git = −αδgyit − αncjiyt − α

1 + ρ
(δτ )

2
(ωyδg + ωg)Etπit+1

= κciyit + κcayt + κcππit+1

where

κci = −αδg < 0
κca = −αncji Q 0
κcπ = − α

1 + ρ
(δτ )

2 (ωyδg + ωg) < 0

In the aggregate we have

gt = (κci + κca)yt

= κcyyt , κcy ≡ α
ωg
ωy

Finally, aggregate output can be written

yt =
−ωu

ωy + κcyωg
ut

IV) Comparing non-cooperative and cooperative policies

(i) Aggregate shocks:
Comparing the non-cooperative and the cooperative case we have

κcy > κncy

Hence, provided that the net effect of fiscal policy on inflation is positive
(ωg + ωgδg > 0) we have that for the monetary union as a whole the cooperative
fiscal policy stance is unambiguously more pro-cyclical than the non-cooperative
fiscal policy stance. Note that this inefficiency is increasing in fiscal decentral-
isation, that is, more fiscal decentralization reinforces the policy mix problem
arising between a common monetary policy targeting inflation and decentral-
ized fiscal policy. Note this comparison only makes sense if there are aggregate
shocks in the monetary union, i.e. ut 6= 0 (see below on idiosyncratic shocks).
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We have that

V AR(ync) =

· −ωu
ωy + κncy ωg

¸2
V AR(u)

V AR(yc) =

· −ωu
ωy + κcyωg

¸2
V AR(u)

Note that

V AR(gnc) = (κncy )
2V AR(ync)

V AR(gc) = (κcy)
2V AR(yc)

The ex-ante loss under non-cooperative fiscal policy is therefore given as

Lnc = αV AR(ync) + (κncy )
2V AR(gnc)

= (α+ (κncy )
2)V AR(ync)

= (α+ (κncy )
2)

· −ωu
ωy + κncy ωg

¸2
V AR(u)

The relative loss under cooperation to non-cooperative fiscal decision making is
therefore given as

Lc

Lnc
=
(α+ (κcy)

2)

(α+ (κncy )
2)

(ωy + κncy ωg)
2

(ωy + κcyωg)
2

(ii) Idiosyncratic shocks
The above-mentioned case presumes that there are aggregate consequences

of shocks, in the case of idiosyncratic shocks the situation may be very different.
To consider this case assume that

ut = 0

and hence yt = 0.

git = κciyit + κcππit+1

it follows that the coop policy to idiosyncratic shocks is always counter-cyclical.
Hence

∂yit
∂uit

=
δu

1 + αδ2g
< δu
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Comparing the cooperative and the non-cooperative policy responses we
have that

gcit − gncit = −α
·
1

n

µ
ωg
ωy
+ δg

¶¸
yit − α

1 + ρ
(δτ )

2 1

n
(δgωy + ωg)πit+1

implying

∂ (gcit − gncit )
∂yit

= −α 1
n

µ
ωg
ωy
+ δg

¶
< 0

∂ (gcit − gncit )
∂πit

=
α

1 + ρ
(δτ )

2

µ
1− 1

n

¶
(δgωy + ωg) < 0

that is the cooperative fiscal policy will be more counter-cyclical than the non-
cooperative fiscal policy, and likewise the cooperative policy would respond more
contractionary to domestic inflation than the non-cooperative policy.
Note that

−α 1
n

µ
ωg
ωy
+ δg

¶
→ 0 for n→∞

α

1 + ρ
(δτ )

2 1

n
(δgωy + ωg) → 0 for n→∞

In the non-cooperative case we have

yit = −δτπit + δggit + δuuit

πit+1 = ωyyit + ωggit + ωuuit

git = κncy yit + κncπ πit+1

Hence

πit+1 = ωyyit + ωg(κ
nc
y yit + κncπ πit+1) + ωuuit

=
1

1− ωgκncπ

£
(ωy + ωgκ

nc
y )yit + ωuuit

¤
= Γncy yit + Γ

nc
u uit

where

Γncy =
ωy + ωgκ

nc
y

1− ωgκncπ

Γncu =
ωu

1− ωgκncπ
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Using this we find

yit = −δτπit + δg
£
κncy yit + κncπ

£
Γncy yit + Γ

nc
u uit

¤¤
+ δuuit

= Φncπ πit +Φ
nc
u uit

where

Φncπ =
−δτ

1− δg(κncy + κncπ Γ
nc
y )

Φncu =
δu + δgκ

nc
π Γ

nc
u

1− δg(κncy + κncπ Γ
nc
y )

Consequently, fiscal policy can be written

git = κncy yit + κncπ (Γ
nc
y yit + Γ

nc
u uit)

= (κncy + κncπ Γ
nc
y )yit + κncπ Γ

nc
u uit

= (κncy + κncπ Γ
nc
y )(Φ

nc
π πit +Φ

nc
u uit) + κncπ Γ

nc
u uit

= (κncy + κncπ Γ
nc
y )Φ

nc
π πit + ((κ

nc
y + κncπ Γ

nc
y )Φ

nc
u + κncπ Γ

nc
u )uit

= ϕncπ πit + ϕncu uit

where

ϕncπ = (κncy + κncπ Γ
nc
y )Φ

nc
π

ϕncu = ((κncy + κncπ Γ
nc
y )Φ

nc
u + κncπ Γ

nc
u )

It follows that

πit+1 = Γncy yit + Γ
nc
u uit = Γ

nc
y (Φ

nc
π πit +Φ

nc
u uit) + Γ

nc
u uit

= Γncy Φ
nc
π πit + (Γ

nc
y Φ

nc
u + Γncu )uit

Hence

V AR(π) =
(Γncy Φ

nc
u + Γncu )

2

1− Γnc2y Φnc2π

From which it follows that

V AR(yi) =

"
Φnc2π

(Γncy Φ
nc
u + Γncu )

2

1− Γnc2y Φnc2π

+Φnc2u

#
V AR(u)

V AR(g) =

"
ϕnc2π

(Γncy Φ
nc
u + Γncu )

2

1− Γnc2y Φnc2π

+ ϕnc2u

#
V AR(ui)

The expected loss under non-cooperative policies is therefore given as

Lnc = αV AR(y) + V AR(g)

=

"
α

"
Φnc2π

(Γncy Φ
nc
u + Γncu )

2

1− Γnc2y Φnc2π

+ Φnc2u

#
+

"
ϕnc2π

(Γncy Φ
nc
u + Γncu )

2

1− Γnc2y Φnc2π

+ ϕnc2u

##
V AR(u)
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and the relative loss can therefore be written

Lnc

Lc
=

h
α
h
Φnc2π

(Γncy Φ
nc
u +Γncu )2

1−Γnc2y Φnc2π
+Φnc2u

i
+
h
ϕnc2π

(Γncy Φ
nc
u +Γncu )2

1−Γnc2y Φnc2π
+ ϕnc2u

ii
h
α
h
Φc2π

(ΓcyΦ
c
u+Γ

c
u)

2

1−Γc2y Φc2π +Φc2u

i
+
h
ϕc2π

(ΓcyΦ
c
u+Γ

c
u)

2

1−Γc2y Φc2π + ϕc2u

ii
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